I, the undersign creator, agree that the Kansas City, Kansas Public Library shall not be held responsible or legally liable for the misuse occurring to the composition owned by me and displayed in print or digital form by the above named Kansas City, Kansas Public Library. This includes but is not limited to plagiarism.

Additionally, the Kansas City, Kansas Public Library occasionally uses compositions in its publications such as brochures, promotional, newsletters, magazines, web and social media sites, and display boards, or in other non-KCKPL publications without further consideration or notification.

By signing this release, I grant KCKPL permission to use my composition. I acknowledge KCKPL’s right to edit the composition at its discretion. I understand that the composition may not be used at this time, but may be used at a later date. I also understand that once the composition is posted on the Internet, the composition can be downloaded.

The Kansas City, Kansas Public Library need not receive any further permission, approval, or authorization from me in order to use my composition. KCKPL reserves the right to discontinue use of any composition(s) without notice.

________________________________
Creator

________________________________
Kansas City, Kansas Public Library Representative